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ABSTRACT

Introduction Cities have long been known to be society’s predominant engine of innovation and wealth creation, yet they are also hotspots of pollution and disease partly due to current urban and transport practices. The aim of the European Urban Burden of Disease project is to evaluate the health burden and its determinants related to current and future potential urban and transport planning practices and related exposures in European cities and make this evidence available for policy and decision making for healthy and sustainable futures.

Methods and analysis Drawing on an established comparative risk assessment methodology (ie, Urban and Transport Planning Health Impact Assessment) tool, in nearly 1000 European cities we will (1) quantify the health impacts of current urban and transport planning related exposures (eg, air pollution, noise, excess heat, lack of green space) (2) and evaluate the relationship between current levels of exposure, health impacts and city characteristics (eg, size, density, design, mobility) (3) rank and compare the cities based on exposure levels and the health impacts, (4) in a number of selected cities assess in-depth the linkages between urban and transport planning, environment, physical activity and health, and model the health impacts of alternative and realistic urban and transport planning scenarios, and, finally, (5) construct a healthy city index and set up an effective knowledge translation hub to generate impact in society and policy.

Ethics and dissemination All data to be used in the project are publicly available data and do not need ethics approval. We will request consent for personal data on opinions and views and create data agreements for those providing information on current and future urban and transport planning scenarios. For dissemination and to generate impact, we will create a knowledge translation hub with information tailored to various stakeholders.

INTRODUCTION

Over 50% of people worldwide live in urban areas and this number is expected to increase up to 70%–80% over the next 20 years.1 The United Nations has also recently projected that nearly all global population growth from 2016 to 2030 will be absorbed by cities, adding about 1.1 billion new urbanites over the next 14 years. In Europe, more than 70% of people live in urban areas. Cities have long been known to be society’s predominant engine of innovation and wealth creation, yet they are also a main source of pollution and disease.2 Cities in Europe provide good opportunities for policy change as city councils have direct local accountability and have more agile governance structures compared...
than national governments. They also set local urban and transport policies.

Appropriate and efficient urban planning and transport systems are essential for cities to thrive, but evidence suggests that current urban and transport planning practices can cause increased exposure to air pollution and noise, heat islands and a lack of green space and physical inactivity that have detrimental effects on health such as increasing morbidity and premature mortality.\(^3\) Air pollution,\(^5\) noise,\(^7\) excess heat\(^9\) cause increased morbidity and premature mortality, green space has both positive and negative health effects\(^10\) and physical activity\(^12\) is associated with longevity and physical and mental health. Currently, there is considerable variability within and between cities in levels of environmental exposures, such as air pollution, noise, excess heat and green space. There are cities with low levels of air pollution and noise, and sufficient green space for favourable health outcomes evidencing that a reduction in harmful and an increase in beneficial exposures through targeted policy action is possible.\(^3\)\(^4\)

Quantitative health impact assessment (HIA) or similar methodologies, based on the comparative risk assessment approach, are becoming increasingly used, but until now, estimates have mainly been produced on national or regional levels (eg, Global Burden of Disease (GBD)).\(^13\) Physical inactivity and ambient air pollution are estimated to cause more than three million and four million premature deaths respectively each year worldwide, ranking them among the leading risk factors in the GBD study. Furthermore, a number of country wide HIAs have been conducted on a number of environmental risk factors, for example, for benzene, dioxins, secondhand smoke, formaldehyde, lead, traffic noise, ozone, particulate matter (PM2.5) and radon,\(^14\) traffic emissions,\(^15\) traffic incidents, air pollution and noise,\(^16\) annoyance and sleep disturbance by noise\(^17\) and active transportation.\(^18\)\(^-\)\(^20\)

Knowledge gaps

National and regional estimates, however, are often less useful for city councils who have to take decisions on local scales with direct impacts on city dwellers daily lives. They want to have local estimates of health impacts, backed by scientific evidence, to base their decisions and solutions on. HIAs have suggested to be useful in this regard although often hard to prove because of the multifactorial process leading to policy decisions. Therefore, there is the need to provide these health impacts on a city scale. There are some urban and transport related HIAs on city level for example for noise in Madrid,\(^21\) air pollution in Basel\(^22\) and Malmo,\(^23\) alternative land scenarios in London and Delhi\(^24\) alternative land-use and transport policy initiatives in six cities,\(^25\) various exposures in Barcelona\(^26\)\(^-\)\(^27\) and Port Louis (Mauritius),\(^28\) noise,\(^29\)\(^-\)\(^31\) and air pollution\(^32\) in Houston and the Superblock model in Barcelona.

Furthermore, some studies showed variation in health impacts of environmental exposures by ethnic or socioeconomic status (SES) in Bradford, Vienna, Madrid and Barcelona.\(^32\)\(^33\) While such efforts are available sporadically, there is a lack of a more systematic assessment of these exposures, and their distribution among the population, for many European cities at the same time. While we have estimates for a few cities, we lack harmonised data at the city level, as the ones done at the country level.

Aims

The aim of the European Urban Burden of Disease project is to evaluate the health burden and its determinants related to current and future potential urban and transport planning practices and related exposures in European cities. As part of the research, in nearly 1000 European cities we will (1) quantify the health impacts of current urban and transport planning related exposures (eg, air pollution, noise, excess heat, green space), (2) evaluate the relationship between current levels of exposure and city characteristics (eg, size, density, design, mobility), (3) rank and compare the cities based on exposure levels and health impacts, and (4) in a number of selected cities assess in-depth the linkages between urban and transport planning, environment, physical activity and health, and model the health impacts of alternative and realistic urban and transport planning scenarios, and, finally (5) construct a healthy city index and set up an effective knowledge translation hub to generate impact in society and policy.

METHODS AND ANALYSES

The project is organised into different components. First, we will gather information and develop the overall framework, model and tool to be used in the project, based on our previous experience and help of external advisers. Second, we will collect all the city level input data (eg, environmental exposure, city characteristics, demographic and health data) for the HIA modelling. Third, we will conduct the HIAs and produce health impact estimates, provide a comparison of cities and evaluate the association with city characteristics. This will be followed by in-depth HIA of alternative urban and transport planning scenarios in a number of selected cities. Finally, we will also construct a healthy city index and set up an effective knowledge translation hub.

HIA framework and model development

We will develop a HIA framework, model and tool to estimate mortality and morbidity impacts of urban and transport-related exposures and lifestyles including air pollution, noise, excess heat, green space, traffic injuries and physical activity for European cities. We will focus on these exposures as they have been identified as among the strongest health determinants, best quantifiable and easiest obtainable exposures related to the core work scopes of urban and transport planning in Europe, but others may be included depending on the outcome of an initial expert consultation.
We will develop a conceptual framework and frame the issues based on our previous work (Urban and Transport Planning Health Impact Assessment, UTOPHIA model). The UTOPHIA tool, which is based on our previous work, will be further developed with algorithms that will be implemented in the statistical software R (Figure 1). We will include innovative uncertainty analysis to overcome drawbacks of HIA that draw on assumptions where causal inference is uncertain. Improved uncertainty analysis will provide more robust uncertainty intervals in the health impact estimates. This will help decide where the research efforts should be focus in order to reduce the uncertainty and continuously improve the applied methodology.

We will select exposure–response relationships for mortality and morbidity for the exposures of interest from the literature, preferably from meta-analyses. We will conduct a systematic review for exposure-response functions for the different exposures and health outcomes, and conduct new meta-analyses if needed. When available, we will work with exposure-response functions recommended by authoritative bodies such as the WHO, for example for air pollution, and noise, or those used in previous peer-reviewed HIAs. We will use criteria to obtain exposure–response functions following the GBD approach, which take into account the importance of each risk factor to either disease burden, policy or both; the availability of sufficient data to estimate risk factor exposure; evidence from epidemiological studies supporting a causal relation between the risk factor and the outcome and available data to estimate effect sizes per unit of exposure increase; and evidence that these effects can be applied to a general population.

Data collection

We will develop and implement the models and data into an integrated web-based software package as a tool that can be applied to and by cities. We will implement the above information in a relatively easy-to-use software package, and produce a comprehensive user guide to facilitate the usage of the tool by city authorities and other researchers and stakeholders. We are aiming for a web based version that is easily accessible for those who want to use it like the WHO HEAT and AirQ+tools but with a higher level of precision, for example, taking into account geographical variation and uncertainties. We will provide training workshops and a detailed user manual.

Data collection

We will obtain and create a database for city spatial boundary data, urban and transport planning related exposures, including air pollution, noise, temperature, green space and city characteristics (e.g., demographics, size, density, land use, connectivity, design, mobility, SES related indicators) for nearly 1000 cities in Europe (Figure 2). We will use the European cities definition and spatial boundary data from the Urban Audit 2018 database. The dataset contains 980 cities and 49 greater cities in 31 European countries. The 49 greater cities cover 161 cities either by representing a city of bigger area than the city or by constituting a combination of several cities. We will exclude Saint Denis (Réunion) and Fort-de-France (Martinique) due to their location outside of the European study area, and perform the analyses for a final dataset of 978 cities and 49 greater cities. Furthermore, we will collect and estimate information at 250m x 250m resolution; on population numbers from the Global Human Settlement Layer, mortality at the city level from

Figure 1 Urban and Transport Planning Health Impact Assessment (UTOPHIA) tool.
Eurostat, morbidity at the city level from local databases, and relevant city characteristics data from the cities with publicly available data. For the nearly 1000 cities, we will focus on environmental exposures and mortality, as this is the only city specific information commonly available for so many cities. Moreover, the multiple urban and transport planning related exposures have consistently been associated with premature mortality, allowing for the comparison of magnitude of impacts. The target for data collection is from 2015 onwards.

We will develop a protocol and collect data for urban and transport planning related exposures including air pollution, noise, temperature and green space and spatial boundaries for the cities. Air pollution estimates will be obtained by using existing Land Use Regression model estimates for Europe (eg, ELAPSE),41 measurements from the European air pollution network (eg, Airbase) and new air pollution modelling work, using a combination of measurements and remote sensing data to produce high resolution air pollution estimates for cities. We will estimate the specific source contribution based on the distribution of the pollutants, local source apportionment studies conducted in the cities, data available in the literature42 43, and/or other European research projects that are currently ongoing and with which we have agreed to share data (eg, GBD-MAPS, SHERPA cities). Cities with more than 100 000 inhabitants are required to produce noise maps under European Noise Directive (END) (Directive 2002/49/EC). Noise estimates will be obtained from either the European Environment Agency repository for noise under the END and/or from local country/regional sources, depending on availability (available for around 500 cities only). Green space exposure will be obtained using land use maps (Urban Atlas, UK and Corine Land Cover Maps) and remote sensing (NDVI, Landsat). Temperature data will be obtained from the UrbClim model at a high resolution level and from daily gridded observational dataset (E-obs) at a low resolution level. Traffic accident and physical activity data will be collected from existing city-wide surveys and existing ad hoc research projects in the cities.

City characteristics (eg, size, urban form, density, land use, street design and connectivity) will be estimated and extracted from geographical information systems (GIS) databases like Open Street Map (OSM) and other sources such as Urban Atlas and Copernicus. The environmental data will be collected at 250 m grid cell level or equivalent level, to be consistent with the population grid dataset which is the more detailed data available for Europe so far and that allows to obtain the spatial distribution in the cities. All the information will be stored in GIS databases. Specific protocols and procedures will be put in place to guarantee the data harmonisation and, therefore, its comparability, following similar protocols and procedures from previous projects.

We will develop a protocol and collect data on population counts, mortality (all cities) and morbidity (selected cities) by age and sex. Mortality and morbidity data will be obtained from the city councils and other available sources (morbidity) and Eurostat (mortality).44 Total all-cause mortality counts are available at the city level through Eurostat. Overall, when there are missing mortality counts, all-cause mortality counts will be estimated employing the corresponding NUTS3, NUTS2 or country-level all-cause mortality rates. The NUTS classification (Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics) is a hierarchical system for dividing up Europe based to different purposes.40 NUTS 2 correspond to basic regions within countries (ie, Autonomous Communities) and NUTS 3 refers to smaller regions (ie, Provinces) To calculate the number of natural-cause deaths by age group for each city and greater city we will retrieve NUTS3-level mortality counts by age group and NUTS2 and country-level mortality counts by age and cause of death.45 46 We will calculate the external deaths fractions (defined by the ICD-10 mortality codes V01-Y89) by age group and estimate the proportion of natural-cause deaths by age group at the NUTS3-level. These proportions will be then applied to the corresponding city-level total all-cause mortality counts.

We will develop an open database that can be accessed by the research community and stakeholders in the cities. The database will contain all the data collected and generated by the project and will be held at ISGlobal with easy access for other researchers, city planners and practitioners.

**Estimate the burden of disease**

We will estimate the mortality burden due to the selected exposures for the nearly 1000 cities and compare the cities by health impact magnitude. Furthermore, we will evaluate the health impacts in relation to city characteristics (eg, demographics, size, density, land use, connectivity, design, mobility, SES). We will conduct a quantitative HIA by combining information on all the above objectives and tasks and obtain estimates of the mortality burden related to the current urban and transport planning practices and...
their associated exposure levels in the cities. We will use a comparative risk assessment framework and the updated UTOPIA tool.26 We will combine the information from the exposure estimates, exposure-response functions and background health data to produce burden of disease estimates in the different cities, expressed as the number of cases of premature mortality, percentage of the total mortality (TV), Years of life lost (YLLs), Years of living with disease (YLDs), Disability adjusted life years (DALYs).

Counterfactual exposures include, for example, meeting international health guidelines (e.g., WHO exposure limits), local policy goals, and meeting exposure levels in the city with, for example, lowest level of air pollution or standards of cities that we consider to be doing well in terms of exposures. We will account for competing risks where necessary, using methods established by the GBD study.13 We will produce central tendency estimates, confidence intervals and ranges considering the uncertainties in the input data and HIA methodologies, that is, exposures, mortality rates, ERFs, etc.

We will make a ranking and comparison of cities by health impact of the environmental exposures. Furthermore, we will evaluate the health impacts in terms of city characteristics (e.g., size, density, land use, street design and connectivity exposures) and explore the extent to which these characteristics are related to the health impact estimates. Initial analyses will focus on descriptive analyses and correlation, followed by regression and cluster analyses, and structural equation models, where appropriate. We will test the robustness and sensitivity of the models to input parameters by conducting sensitivity tests to address uncertainties. We will test the robustness of the model by varying the input parameters and testing the sensitivity of the output parameters to the input parameters. The work will build on the experience we have gained with conducting the pilot study in Barcelona26,27 and published follow-up work for Bradford, Vienna, Barcelona and Madrid.32,33,47 The work will be conducted at 250 m × 250 m scale, taking into account the spatial distribution in the cities. We will produce online interfaces with the ranking of the cities by exposure levels and burden of disease to inform and raise awareness among policy-makers and relevant stakeholders and to guide them to formulate targeted policy actions (https://isglobalranking.org/).

In-depth assessment alternative urban and transport planning scenarios

As part of the project, we will conduct an in-depth assessment of current status of urban and transport planning and develop alternative, sustainable and healthy scenarios for a number of cities (e.g., Barcelona, Paris, Utrecht, Kiev). We will conduct an in-depth evaluation of current land use and transport practices in the cities and their respective planning for the future, using available routine data, surveys and meetings with stakeholders (around 10–20) inside and outside the local councils and assess in-depth the linkages between urban and transport planning, environment, physical activity and health. We will assess in detail the linkages between urban and transport planning, environment, physical activity and health, based on existing work and/or new analyses that need to be conducted. We will apply uniform analysis protocols to the data.

We will review the grey and peer-reviewed literature, reports from large consultancies (e.g., KPMG, ARUP), international organisations (e.g., UN Habitat, WHO, OECD, EC, ICLEI, C40) and national governments on future city developments and trends in terms of land use, mobility patterns and technological changes, and people’s perception, attitudes and behaviours towards those proposals. We will develop alternative, credible and realistic scenarios based on real life proposals in the cities and different assumptions for green, sustainable, equitable and healthy urban and transport planning, and compare and contrast the scenarios. Based on input from the workshops, politicians, decision makers, citizens and other stakeholders, we will develop three to five scenarios for each city, using the newly developed HIA methods, models and tools. Potential alternative urban and transport scenarios in the cities are e.g. change in compactness/density/intensity, changes in availability and quality of public and green space by changes in land use, other green interventions such as green roofs, changes in transport patterns such as mode shifts from cars towards public and active transportation, changes in vehicle fleet composition including fuels, vehicle emission standards and technology adaptation, for example, electric cars and autonomous vehicles. Selected scenarios may be different for each city as, for example, the land use, available transport systems, stakeholder needs and preferences and socioeconomic circumstances. We will aim to fully integrate the information obtained from relevant stakeholders, into the scenario development to create feasible and acceptable scenarios and provide the data for input into the models. We will do some additional exposure modelling, for example, using Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling System for air pollution,48 TRANEX,49 Computer Aided Noise Abatement (Cadna) (noise) and other software, where needed, and also include traffic accidents, for which information will be obtained from the cities.

We will develop an urban health equity assessment of the scenarios in the cities. The health equity assessment will identify vulnerable population groups, with the aim to narrow the health gap, and reduce inequities throughout the whole population. We will focus on SES as one of the main indicators for the assessment, but may include others where appropriate for the cities involved. We will conduct HIA, as described above, by combining information on all the above objectives and tasks and obtaining estimates of the burden of disease related to the current situation and for the future scenarios for the cities.

Finally, we will construct a healthy city index, bringing together the various aspects of what we learnt about health impacts of the exposures, city characteristics and in-depth
modelling. The work will start with a review of the literature and enhanced by the relative importance of health impacts as of the various exposures and their relation to city characteristics.

Challenges
The main challenges of the work are developing and applying the appropriate HIA framework and model(s), obtaining the (harmonised) input and output data for the HIA for so many cities, addressing uncertainty (eg, in population, exposure, health and exposure–response functions), developing and modelling the alternative healthy urban and transport planning scenarios with good input data, and developing and implementing an effective knowledge translation approach. Finally, as part of the work many assumptions need to be made and these need to be taken based on best available evidence and be well documented and expressed in the work.

Utility of the project and data
The project has many benefits including that it centralises urban health data in one location, makes available results for single or multiple cities in Europe, supports action and evidence-base policy making, develops new methods, identifies data gaps and needs, helps prioritisation to decision-makers, supports joint efforts for data collection and harmonisation, there is continuing exchange, feedback and improvement, provides high-resolution data and knowledge translation and supports stakeholder communication.

Patient and Public Involvement
No patient involvement.

Progress to date
An initial proof-of-concept assessment has been conducted. We conducted a quantitative HIA for the year 2015 to estimate the effect of air pollution exposure (PM2.5 and NO2) on natural-cause mortality for adult residents (aged ≥20 years) in 969 cities and 47 greater cities in Europe. The study found that compliance with WHO air pollution guidelines could prevent 51 213 (95% CI 34 036 to 68 682) deaths per year for PM2.5 exposure and 900 (0–2476) deaths per year for NO2 exposure. The reduction of air pollution to the lowest measured concentrations could prevent 124 729 (83 332–166 535) deaths per year for PM2.5 exposure and 79 435 (0–215 165) deaths per year for NO2 exposure.

Ethics and dissemination
No ethics approval is needed for the work because the work uses mainly public available data. No new personal health data will be collected. Where we collect ask people provide opinions, we will ask them to sign a data processing form that also addressed data privacy issues.

For dissemination and to generate impact we will create a knowledge translation hub with information tailored to various stakeholders. This will allow dynamic, multilevel exchange of information and feedback throughout the project lifecycle. The hub will foster communities of practice across disciplines and stakeholders, and will help ensure the relevance of outputs, as well uptake and dissemination of results beyond the project duration. We will map and engage the existing relevant platforms, networks and stakeholders in the local city councils (urban and transport planners, environmental and health professionals, education sector), business, NGOs, research centres and citizen groups and stakeholders from national and international organisations (eg, WHO, UN-Habitat, ICLEI, UCLG, POLIS network) related to urban and transport planning, environment, public health and economy to create a stakeholder hub. Once mapped, partners will be engaged through kick-off events in each of the cities and targeted communication and outreach activities. Through the hub, stakeholders will provide key inputs to inform the HIA exercise.

We will develop a communication and translation strategy including a website and social media (eg, Facebook, Twitter) to disseminate information about the project, results and engage with relevant stakeholders and other interested parties. Capitalising on our capacity for knowledge translation, in addition to scientific papers for specialist high-impact journals, we will prepare content for popular science articles, news media articles and blogs, and conduct radio and TV interviews. We will create visual materials such as infographics, webinars, photo essays, podcasts and short videos that can communicate with diverse audiences about the project process and its results. We work on capacity building and short training in HIA for the interested stakeholders especially for the tools that are developed. We will prepare policy briefs for decision makers at the technical and political levels. For all translation activities, we will link with existing networks from project stakeholders to disseminate information. Finally, we will produce rankings of cities in terms of health impacts of urban and transport planning scenarios and similar outputs to attract attention. The ranking will also enable city stakeholders to compare health-related achievements over time and improve urban interventions and policies.

We will produce online interfaces with the ranking of the cities by exposure levels and burden of disease to inform and raise awareness among policy-makers and relevant stakeholders and to guide them to formulate targeted policy actions (https://isglobalranking.org/).
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